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Abstract
The splitting processes in identied quark and gluon jets are investigated using
longitudinal and transverse observables. The jets are selected from symmetric
three-jet events measured in Z decays with the Delphi detector in 1991-1994.
Gluon jets are identied using heavy quark anti-tagging.
Scaling violations in identied gluon jets are observed for the rst time. The
scale energy dependence of the gluon fragmentation function is found to be
about two times larger than for the corresponding quark jets, consistent with
the QCD expectation C
A
=C
F
.
The primary splitting of gluons and quarks into subjets agrees with fragmen-
tation models and, for specic regions of the jet resolution y, with NLLA cal-
culations. The maximum of the ratio of the primary subjet splittings in quark
and gluon jets is 2:77  0:11  0:10. Due to non-perturbative eects, the data
are below the expectation at small y. The transition from the perturbative to
the non-perturbative domain appears at smaller y for quark jets than for gluon
jets. Combined with the observed behaviour of the higher rank splittings, this
explains the relatively small multiplicity ratio between gluon and quark jets.
(Submitted to E. Phys. J. C)
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11 Introduction
The dynamics of the strong interaction are described by Quantum Chromodynamics,
QCD, a non-Abelian gauge theory. This theory contains two types of fundamental elds,
the quarks which are fermions and the self-interacting gluons, the vector bosons which
mediate the strong force. Quarks and gluons are not directly observable, but they give
rise to narrow bunches of hadrons called jets. In our present understanding, these jets
result from a showering process, i.e. a chain of elementary splitting processes of the initial
quarks or gluons.
∼  CF
2
a)
∼  CA
2
b)
∼  TF
2
c)
Figure 1: Diagrams of the fundamental QCD couplings
The relative strengths of these splittings are determined by the colour factors (also
called Casimir factors) which are determined by the structure of SU(3), the group under-
lying QCD. As shown in Fig. 1, the colour factors C
F
, C
A
, and T
F
respectively determine
the coupling strengths of gluon radiation from quarks, of gluon radiation from gluons (the
triple-gluon vertex) and of gluon splitting into a quark-antiquark pair. Within SU(3),
these coupling constants are C
F
= 4=3; C
A
= 3; and T
F
= 1=2, which has to be weighted
by the number of active quark avors n
F
. However, gluon splitting into a quark-antiquark
pair is also dynamically suppressed.
In QCD
C
A
C
F
=
9
4
, so more splittings are expected in gluon jets than in quark jets.
Consequently, gluon and quark jets should be substantially dierent. In particular one
navely expects the ratio
n
g
n
q
of the hadron multiplicities in gluon and quark jets to be
approximately
C
A
C
F
[1]. This expectation is essentially maintained in more elaborate cal-
culations [2].
Experimentally, however, the observed dierences between quark and gluon jets are
small. In three-jet events in e
+
e
 
annihilation at Z energies, n
g
=n
q
is measured to be
about 1.25 [3,4]. An increase of this ratio with energy has been demonstrated in a previous
paper [3] and meanwhile conrmed [5].
It is important to clarify and understand the origin of the obvious discrepancy between
the experimental ndings and the nave QCD expectation.
The aims of this paper are
 to establish that the initial splittings in quark and gluon jets are indeed consistent
with the QCD expectations and
 to study the jet evolution in order to understand and explain the observed small
dierence in particle multiplicities in quark and gluon jets.
2To achieve these objectives, two dierent types of observables are used. These are: a) the
scale dependence of the scaled energy distribution of stable hadrons, sensitive mainly to
the longitudinal part of the jet evolution, and b) the subjet splittings as dened by the
Durham jet nder, related mainly to the transverse momentum of the splitting processes.
The latter also provide a direct test of the splitting kernels and the Sudakov form factors
for quarks and gluons, the bases of parton shower evolution. Finally, the numbers of
subjets originating from initial quarks and gluons are compared.
Quark and gluon jets are selected in symmetric three-jet events. Gluon jets are iden-
tied using heavy quark anti-tagging. The denition of a quark or gluon jet relies on the
analogy to tree level graphs. Higher order corrections aect this identication by terms of
order O(
S
). As the interest of this paper is mainly to achieve qualitative understanding,
these subtleties are ignored.
Section 2 of this paper describes the experimental details. The study of the scale
dependence of the fragmentation function is presented in section 3 and that of subjet
splittings in section 4. The systematic errors are discussed in section 5. The conclusions
are summarized in section 6.
2 Experimental Apparatus and Event Selection
This section describes the parts of the Delphi detector relevant to this analysis,
the particle and event selection, the jet reconstruction, the event topologies analysed,
the impact parameter tagging used for selecting gluon and quark jet samples, and the
subtraction method used to extract the properties of pure light-quark and gluon jet
samples.
2.1 The Delphi Detector
A detailed description of the Delphi apparatus and its performance during the years
1991 to 1994 is presented in [6,7].
The main part of the tracking system was a 2.7 m long Time Projection Chamber
(TPC) within a magnetic eld which measured the tracks of charged particles with a
resolution of about 250 m in the R projection (transverse to the beam direction) and
0.9 mm along the z direction (beam direction). The space between the TPC and the
beam pipe contained the Inner Detector (ID) and a silicon microstrip Vertex Detector
(V D). Each 15

sector of the ID consisted of a 24 wire jet chamber followed by a 5 layer
proportional chamber. The Vertex Detector consisted of three concentric shells of 24
silicon microstrip detector modules each 24 cm long. Its very good spatial resolution (7.6
m in R in all years, and 9-30 m in z in 1994) made it the most important component
of Delphi for the reconstruction of vertices and for the impact parameter tag. In the
barrel region (polar angle  relative to the beam axis between 43

and 137

), the quality
of tracking was further improved by the Outer Detector containing 5 layers of drift tubes.
Each layer measured the R-coordinate with a resolution of about 110 m. Three layers
also provided an approximate z measurement with a resolution of 4 cm.
Two additional drift chamber systems improved the tracking acceptance in the forward
and backward regions ( in the range 11

 33

or 147

 169

). Forward chamberA (FCA)
consisted of three pairs of wire planes rotated by 120

with respect to each other, in order
to resolve ambiguities internally. Forward chamber B (FCB) consisted of 12 wire planes
twice repeating the orientations of FCA and positioned directly in front of the forward
electromagnetic calorimeter (FEMC).
3Electromagnetic clusters were measured in the barrel region by a High Density Projec-
tion Chamber (HPC) and in the forward region ( in the range 10

 36:5

or 143:5

 170

)
by the Forward ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter FEMC. The Hadron Calorimeter (HAC),
embedded in the iron magnetic return yoke outside the electromagnetic calorimeter and
magnetic coil, provided energy and position measurements for neutral hadrons.
2.2 Particle and Event Selection
All data collected by Delphi during the years 1991 to 1994 are considered in the
present analysis. In a rst step of the selection procedure, the quality cuts given in
Tables 1 and 2 are imposed on all charged particles and on all neutral particles detected in
the calorimeters respectively, in order to ensure a reliable determination of their momenta,
energies, and multiplicities.
Variable Cuts
Momentum, p  0:4 GeV/c
Polar angle,  20

  160

Impact parameter, 
R
 5:0 cm
Impact parameter, 
z
 10:0 cm
Track length, L
track
 30 cm
Momentum error,
p
p
 100%
Table 1: Track selection for charged particles
Detector E
min
[GeV] E
max
[GeV]
HPC 0.5 50
FEMC 0.5 30
HAC 1.0 50
Table 2: Energy cuts for neutral particles
All charged particles are assumed to be pions and all neutral particles are assumed
massless. A sample of hadronic events is then selected as in [3,8] using the cuts shown
in Table 3. These demand a minimum charged multiplicity, N
ch
, and a minimum visible
energy carried by charged particles, E
tot
ch
, as well as requiring the events to be well con-
tained within the detector. E
hemi
ch
denotes the sum of the energies of charged particles in
the forward or backward hemisphere of the Delphi detector. An event is discarded if the
momentum of one of its charged particles is greater than p
max
. The resulting hadronic
event samples are listed in Table 5.
4Variable Cut
N
ch
 5
E
tot
ch
 0:15
p
s

Sphericity
30

  150

E
hemi
ch
 0:03
p
s
p
max
45 GeV/c
Table 3: Hadronic event selection
2.3 The Jet Finding Algorithm
A three-jet event sample is selected using the k
?
jet clustering algorithm [9], originally
known as the Durham jet nder. In this scheme, a jet resolution variable y
ij
is dened
for every pair of particles i and j in an event by:
y
ij
=
2 min (E
2
i
; E
2
j
)  (1  cos 
ij
)
E
2
vis
(1)
where E
i
and E
j
are the energies of particles i and j, 
ij
is the angle between them, and
E
vis
is the sum of all measured particle energies in the event. If the lowest value of y
ij
is
below y
cut
, the corresponding particle pair is replaced by a pseudo-particle with the sum
of their four-momenta, p
ij
= p
i
+ p
j
.
The procedure is then repeated, re-evaluating the jet resolution variables in each iter-
ation, until all pairs i and j satisfy y
ij
> y
cut
. Each four-momentum vector remaining at
the end of this process is referred to as a \jet". With this algorithm, the minimum trans-
verse momentum between two jets, resolved at a scale dened by y
cut
, is approximately
given by k
min
?
' E
vis
p
y
cut
.
The k
?
algorithm conserves both energy and momentum, is well suited for perturbative
calculations, and avoids the recombination of soft gluons in dierent hemispheres of the
event.
2.4 Event Topologies
After the hadronic event selection, the k
?
cluster algorithm is applied to select three-
jet nal states using y
cut
= 0:015. This value maximizes the three-jet event sample and
allows reliable comparison with perturbative QCD.
A detailed comparison of quark and gluon jet properties needs samples of quark and
gluon jets with nearly the same kinematics to allow a direct comparison of their properties
within a similar environment. To full this condition, two dierent event topologies have
been used, as illustrated in Fig. 2:
 mirror symmetric events, with 
2
and 
3
2 [150

  15

; 150

+ 15

],
subsequently called Y events, and
 three-fold symmetric events, with 
2
and 
3
2 [120

  15

; 120

+ 15

],
subsequently called Mercedes events.
The jet axes are projected into the event plane, which is dened by the plane perpen-
dicular to the smallest sphericity eigenvector as obtained from the quadratic momentum
5θ2
θ3
θ1
Jet 1
Jet 3
Jet 2
Y events
θ2
θ3
θ1
Jet 1
Jet 3
Jet 2
Mercedes events
Figure 2: Event topologies of symmetric Y events and Mercedes events; 
i
are the angles
between the jets after projection into the event plane.
tensor. The energy of each jet is then calculated from the angles between the jets assum-
ing massless kinematics, using:
E
calc
j
=
sin
j
sin
1
+ sin
2
+ sin
3
p
s; j = 1; 2; 3 ; (2)
where 
j
is the interjet angle as dened in Fig. 2.
In order to enhance the contribution from events with three well dened jets at-
tributable to qqg production, further cuts are then applied as summarized in Table 4.
These cuts select planar events with each of the reconstructed jets well contained within
the sensitive part of the detector.
Measurement Cuts
Number of particles in each jet  2 (charged or neutral)
Visible jet energy per jet  5 GeV
Sum of angles between jets  355

Polar angle of each jet axis 30

  150

Table 4: Planarity and acceptance cuts for reconstructed jets.
The numbers of events remaining after applying this selection procedure to the ini-
tial 3,040,000 hadronic events collected by Delphi in 1991-1994 and to 7,940,000
corresponding simulated events are given in Table 5.
2.5 Quark and Gluon Jet Identication
A sample rich in gluon jets is obtained from 3-jet events which originate from Z decays
to a b

b pair. The events are identied (see section 2.5.1) using a lifetime-tag technique,
and the gluon jets are tagged indirectly by identifying the other two jets as b-quark jets
using the lifetime-tag.
The light (udsc) quark jets used for comparison to these gluon jets are taken from
events failing the event level lifetime-tag. These events contain two jets of similar topology
6Y events Mercedes events Hadronic events
Year Data Simulation Data Simulation Data Simulation
1991 12839 19080 1399 2152 250760 347941
1992 36074 147563 3901 16543 699704 2641058
1993 36398 98782 4038 10771 704669 1760449
1994 70654 213683 7927 24078 1383821 3191588
total 155965 479108 17265 53544 3038954 7941036
Table 5: Samples of selected Y and Mercedes events and the initial hadronic event sam-
ples.
in the case of Y events, and three jets in the case of Mercedes events. These jet samples
are subsequently called \normal mixture"
1
.
In eect, subtracting the small residual heavy quark contributions from the tagged
sample yields the pure gluon sample. The properties of light-quark jets are obtained
by subtracting the gluon distributions from the distributions measured in the normal
mixture jet sample.
In this way neither the gluon nor the light-quark distributions are signicantly biased
by the identication procedure. However the jets identied as b-quark jets are biased.
More importantly, about half of the particles in b jets come from the weak decays of B
hadrons. Thus b jets cannot be used for a direct comparison with gluon jets within a
purely QCD framework neglecting these decays.
In the following, the selection of the gluon and the normal mixture jet samples in Y-
and Mercedes events is described in detail as well as the corrections applied to obtain
information on pure quark and gluon jets.
2.5.1 Lifetime Tags at Event and Jet Level
The lifetime signed impact parameters and their error distributions are used to con-
struct an algorithm for tagging b jets [7,10]. In this method, the probability, P
N
, for
the hypothesis that all tracks arise directly from the e
+
e
 
annihilation point is evalu-
ated for a given selection of N tracks. By construction, light-quark events or jets have
a at distribution in P
N
while, because of the long lifetimes of B hadrons, events or jets
containing b quarks tend to give low values.
Events with a b quark signature are selected as input to the gluon identication by
demanding that P
E
, the value of P
N
evaluated for the whole event, does not exceed 10
 1:5
.
The tracks corresponding to each of the reconstructed jets are then used to construct
a probability P
J
per jet. Jets are nally classied according to the observed values of P
J
following two selection strategies:
I. As the most energetic jet in Y events is a quark jet in about 98% of the cases, this
jet is treated as a quark jet in every Y event. Cuts on P
J
are applied to each of the
two lower energy jets in order to decide which is the quark jet and which is the gluon
1
\Normal mixture" denotes the intrinsic mixture of the similar-topology jets within the selected events, namely the two
low energy jets in Y events (usually one quark and one gluon jet) and all three jets in Mercedes events (always two quark
and one gluon jet) rather than the mixture of the initial quarks in these events predicted by the Standard Model.
7jet. The main criterion applied is to demand that one of the two lower energy jets
satises the condition P
J
< 0:1. The remaining jet is then taken as the gluon jet
provided its probability value P
J
is above 0.1. This ensures that the decay products
of the b hadrons do not, in general, lter through to the selected sample of gluon
jets. In total, 18545 gluon jets in Y type events are selected using this single jet tag
method.
II. For Mercedes type events, both of the quark jets have to be identied by applying
cuts to the jet probability variable, as all of the three jets have comparable energy.
By demanding that two of the three jets satisfy the condition P
J
< 0:1, the remaining
jet is then considered as the gluon jet provided its probability value P
J
exceeds 0.1.
A total of 1203 gluon jets are identied in Mercedes events using this double jet tag
method.
In Fig. 3, the probability distributions of the jets, P
J
, in Y events are shown separately
for normal mixture jets, charm jets, b quark jets, and gluon jets.
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Figure 3: Jet probabilities for normal mixture (in uds events), c quark, b quark, and
gluon jets (in c and b events)
2.5.2 Gluon and Quark Jet Purities
The eciency and purity calculations have been made using events generated by the
Jetset 7.3 Monte Carlo [11] tuned to Delphi data [12], passed through the full sim-
ulation program Delsim [13,7] of the Delphi detector and the standard Delphi data
reconstruction chain.
Even in simulated events, the assignment of parton avours to the jets is not unique,
as the decay history is interrupted by the building of strings in models like Jetset or of
8clusters in the case of Herwig [14]. Thus two independent ways of dening the gluon
jet in the fully simulated events are investigated [8]. On the one hand it is assumed
that the jet which has the largest angle to hadrons containing heavy quarks will be the
gluon induced jet
2
(angle assignment), on the other hand the jet containing the fewest
decay particles from the heavy hadrons is assigned to the gluon (history assignment).
Table 6 shows that the methods give similar results and that therefore the purities can be
estimated with small systematic uncertainties. With the tagging procedure described in
section 2.5.1, gluon jet purities
3
of (79:62:0)% (Y events) and (74:52:5)% (Mercedes
events) were achieved (an estimate of the systematic error is included in the quoted
errors).
Method Angle assignment
gluon in: Jet 1 Jet 2 Jet 3
Jet 1 5:3% 0:05% 0:09%
History Jet 2 0:01% 34% 0:50%
assignment Jet 3 0:02% 0:71% 60%
Table 6: Correlation of angle and history assignments in simulated data after application
of the selections given in Tables 1-4. The jets are numbered in order of decreasing energy.
The table has been obtained for arbitrary three-jet events with 
2
; 
3
2 [110

; 170

]. These
events contain the Y- and Mercedes events.
2.5.3 Corrections
Table 7 shows in detail the fractions in Y events of light (udsc) quark, b quark, and
gluon jets in the three dierent jet classes, namely normal mixture jets, b tagged jets and
gluon tagged jets.
Jet Class udsc quark content b quark content gluon content
normal mixture 47.1% 3.8% 48.8%
b tagged jets 17.6% 63.6% 18.7%
gluon tagged jets 10.7% 9.6% 79.6%
Table 7: Compositions of dierent jet classes in Y events. The statistical errors are less
than one per cent.
The use of subtraction techniques which rely only on the knowledge of the proportion of
gluon, light, and b quark jets populating the three-jet event samples enables a comparison
of pure light, b quark, and gluon jets.
2
There are almost always only two heavy hadrons in an event, because the g ! qq splitting into heavy quarks is strongly
suppressed.
3
Here the purity is dened as the ratio of real tagged gluons (i.e. jets originating from gluons) to the total number of
jets tagged as gluons.
9In the following R
g
, R
l
and R
b
are the distributions of any observable for pure gluon
jets, for pure light quark jets, and pure b jets, respectively. Then the measured distribu-
tions for jets tagged as gluon jets (R
g
tag
) and as b jets (R
b
tag
) and in the normal mixture
sample (R
mix
) can be written as follows:
R
mix
= p
l
mix
R
l
+ p
b
mix
R
b
+ p
g
mix
R
g
R
b
tag
= p
l
b
tag
R
l
+ p
b
b
tag
R
b
+ p
g
b
tag
R
g
(3)
R
g
tag
= p
l
g
tag
R
l
+ p
b
g
tag
R
b
+ p
g
g
tag
R
g
where the p
j
i
are the corresponding fractions from Table 7. The data distributions for
pure b quark, light quark and gluon jets are then obtained by solving Eq. 3 for R
b
, R
l
and
R
g
. The statistical errors on the fractions p
j
i
, which are less than one per cent, and their
correlations, are fully propagated and included in all error bars shown in the following
plots. This has only a small eect on the total errors.
To correct for limited detector acceptance and resolution, a linear acceptance correc-
tion factor (C
acc
=
R
MC
R
MC+detector
) is also applied to the data in each bin of each distribution.
Here R
MC
denotes the pure simulation and R
MC+detector
includes the detector simulation.
3 Study of Scale Dependence of the Fragmentation
Functions of Quark and Gluon Jets
Jet splittings may be studied with respect to the energy sharing in a splitting process.
This analysis is connected to the analysis of the scale dependence (scaling violation) of
the fragmentation functions D
H
p
(x
E
; s) of a parton p into a hadron H described by the
DGLAP
4
equation [15].
For large hadron energy fractions x
E
= E
hadron
=E
jet
above
1
2
, the lower energy parton
in a splitting process cannot contribute. In a q ! qg splitting process the lower energy
parton is almost always the gluon. In addition the splitting kernels corresponding to gluon
bremsstrahlung processes diverge for small energy of the emitted gluon. Consequently
the non-divergent g ! qq splitting is disfavoured with respect to g ! gg. The (leading
order) evolution equations for quarks and gluons therefore simplify to:
dD
H
g
(x
E
; s)
d ln s
=

s
(s)
2

Z
1
x
E
dy
y
P
g!gg
(y) D
H
g
(
x
E
y
; s) (4)
dD
H
q
(x
E
; s)
d ln s
=

s
(s)
2

Z
1
x
E
dy
y
P
q!qg
(y) D
H
q
(
x
E
y
; s) (5)
where the relevant Altarelli Parisi splitting kernels are:
P
q!qg
(z) = C
F

1 + z
2
1   z
P
g!gg
(z) = 2C
A

(1   z(1  z))
2
z(1  z)
For a quantitative comparison of gluon and quark fragmentation, it is important to
compare the relative size of the observed scaling violation:
S
p
=
d lnD
H
p
(x
E
; s)
d ln s
; (6)
4
Dokshitzer,Gribov, Lipatov, Altarelli and Parisi
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where s is the relevant scale. Therefore the following ratio is dened:
r
S
(x) =
S
g
S
q
=
d lnD
H
g
(x
E
;s)
d ln s
d lnD
H
q
(x
E
;s)
d ln s
:
This ratio can be predicted by solving the DGLAP equation [16]. The limit of r
S
as
x
E
! 1 is easily calculated:
r
S
(1) = lim
x
E
!1
d lnD
H
g
(x
E
;s)
d ln s
d lnD
H
q
(x
E
;s)
d ln s
=
C
A
C
F
Thus r
S
can be used directly to determine
C
A
C
F
.
Experimentally r
S
(x
E
) is accessible by measuring the ratio:
r
S
(x
E
) =
S
g
(x
E
)
S
q
(x
E
)
where
S
p
(x
E
) =
D
H
p
(x
E
; s
1
) D
H
p
(x
E
; s
0
)
D
H
p
(x
E
; s
0
)
; p = q; g
where s
1
and s
0
correspond to two dierent energy scales. The division by d ln s has been
omitted here because quark and gluon jets are compared below for the same two scales
s
1
and s
0
.
In e
+
e
 
annihilation, large numbers of gluon jets are available only at Z energies.
Therefore the only possibility to access this information is to compare gluon and quark
jets obtained from dierent three-jet topologies like Y- and Mercedes events. A non-
trivial problem is the selection of the relevant scales for the corresponding quark and
gluon jets. Theoretical studies of hadron production in events with a three-jet topology
indicate that a relevant scale is the so-called hardness of the process producing the jet [17]
which for symmetric topologies is

2;3
= E
2;3
 sin

1
2
where 
1
is the angle to the nearest other jet, as dened in Fig. 2.
3.1 Results
Sizeable dierences have been observed previously between the distributions of the
scaled energy x
E
of stable hadrons produced in quark jets and in gluon jets [3,22,23].
Figs. 4a and 4b show the scaled energy distributions of charged hadrons in quark and
gluon jets measured in the present analysis
5
.
An approximately exponential decrease of the fragmentation function with increasing
x
E
is seen, which is more pronounced in the gluon case. The extra suppression at high
x
E
by almost one order of magnitude of gluon jets relative to quark jets may be expected
because, contrary to the quark case, the gluon cannot be present as a valence parton
inside the observed hadron. Thus in gluon jets the valence quarks of the hadrons have to
be produced in g ! qq splitting processes.
5
This gure is similar to a gure shown in [3] but now includes also the data collected by Delphi in 1994.
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Figure 4: Scaled energy distributions for (a) Y- and (b) Mercedes type events; c) their
comparison at dierent scales. The solid lines are the corresponding Jetset 7.3 predic-
tions. Tasso data are obtained from all events scaled by
1
2
, because most of the events are
two-jet events. All distributions have been multiplied by x
E
to focus on the dierences
at large x
E
. The data of this gure will be available at the Durham/RAL HEPDATA
database: http://cpt1.dur.ac.uk:80/HEPDATA .
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The energy spectra and other characteristics of the QCD partonic cascade are expected
to depend mainly on the hardness of the corresponding jet [17]. Figs. 4a and 4b also
compare the distributions in quark jets in our Mercedes events (  26 GeV) and Y
events (  12 GeV) with those in TASSO data at beam energies of 11 and 22 GeV,
i.e. with similar hardnesses . The quark fragmentation functions in Y- and Mercedes
events are seen to be in good agreement with the corresponding TASSO data [24]. The
agreement is far less satisfactory if the quark fragmentation function measured from Y-
and Mercedes events is compared to the overall e
+
e
 
data at similar jet energy.
Fig. 4c shows the same data but compares the x
E
distributions obtained at dierent
scales; i.e. by TASSO at the two dierent centre of mass energies [24], from light quark
jets in Y- and Mercedes events, and from gluon jets in Y- and Mercedes events. It is
observed that the distributions measured from jets in Mercedes events (  26 GeV)
show a stronger fall o with hadron energy than those from jets in Y events (  12
GeV). This is similar to the dierence in the scaled energy distributions measured by
TASSO at the two dierent centre of mass energies [24].
Fig. 5a compares S
q
(x
E
) for quark jets in Y- and Mercedes events, i.e. quark jets
of   12 GeV and 26 GeV respectively, with the corresponding distributions S
e
(x
E
)
as measured from all events at Petra at E
jet
=   11 and 22 GeV [24], i.e. in
quark-dominated jets with similar values of . The typical pattern expected from scaling
violation, a depletion at large energy and an increase at small energy, is observed. The
scale dependence vanishes at x
E
 0:1. The behaviours of S
e
and S
q
are similar and
for large x
E
they are consistent within errors. For very small scaled energy x
E
, some
discrepancies are expected due to the mis-assignment of particles to a jet in three-jet
events.
Fig. 5b compares the relative change S
q
(x
E
) for quark jets with the relative change
S
g
(x
E
) for gluon jets. The typical scaling violation pattern is also observed for gluon jets.
It is signicantly more pronounced than for quark jets, which is expected owing to the
higher gluon splitting probability. The scale dependence again vanishes for x
E
 0:1. To
our knowledge, this is the rst direct observation of scaling violations in identied gluon
jets and conrms our conjecture in a previous publication [3].
Fig. 5c shows the ratio of the scaling violations in quark and gluon jets, r
S
(x
E
) =
S
g
(x
E
)=S
q
(x
E
), which diers from 1 at both small and large x
E
. For x
E
 0:1, r
S
(x
E
)
is undened experimentally because both S
g
and S
q
vanish there.
Averaging over r
S
(x
E
) at large x
E
yields
r
S
(0:23  x
E
 0:75) = 2:8  0:8  0:6
where the systematic error quoted is discussed in section 5. Thus at large x
E
we observe a
large ratio of splitting probabilities in gluon and quark jets, consistent with the expected
ratio r
S
(x
E
) = C
A
=C
F
= 9=4.
Because most hadrons have small x
E
, the ratio at small x
E
is related to the increase
in multiplicity with scale being more pronounced in gluon than in quark jets as observed
previously [3]. Due to the stronger scaling violations in gluon jets than in quark jets,
the hadron multiplicity in gluon jets increases faster with increasing hardness or energy.
Thus scaling violations explain at least in part the observed increase of the multiplicity
ratio in gluon and quark jets with energy [3].
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Figure 5: a) The ratio S of quark fragmentation functions at dierent jet scales. b)
Comparison of S
q
with S
g
. c) The ratio
S
g
S
q
. The solid lines in a)-c) are the expected
behaviour as calculated from the DGLAP equation. The dotted parts of the lines in
a) and b) correspond to the x
E
range not used for parametrizing the quark and gluon
fragmentation functions (see Fig. 4) as input for Eq. 5 to obtain these curves.
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4 Study of Subjet Splittings
Dierences in the splitting properties of quarks and gluons are expected to appear
most clearly in the \rst" splitting process at large momentum transfer or jet resolution
parameter y. To study the splitting of jets into subjets, the jet algorithm used for the
subjet denition has been applied only to those particles which have, at the event level,
been assigned to the jet under study [8] (see Fig. 6 for an illustration of a subjet). This
strategy should result in a more meaningful comparison of the y values of individual jets,
as the experimental smearing due to the energy normalization (compare Eq. 1) is smaller.
{ {
Subjet 1
(scale y1)
Subjet 2
(scale y1)
Jet, clustered at event level
(scale y0)
Figure 6: Illustration of a subjet.
The absolute splitting rate of a jet N
1
(y) should be proportional a) to the number
of unsplit jets N
1
(y) present at a given jet resolution y, b) to some dynamical expression
F(y) containing in particular the coupling constant and the colour factors of the parton
initiating the jet, and c) to the size of the y interval y, i.e.
N
1
(y) =  F(y) N
1
(y) y (7)
This expression is analogous to the radiative decay equation with a y dependent decay
function F(y). Thus the modied dierential 1-jet rate
~
D
1
(y), dened as
6
:
~
D
1
(y) =
1
N
1
(y)

N
1
(y)
y
=  F(y);
provides a direct measurement of the dierential jet decay function F(y) describing the
probability that a jet which has not split so far will split at the scale y. Using the
conventional denition of the jet rate:
R
1
(y) =
N
1
(y)
N
tot
where N
tot
is the initial number of jets and N
1
(y) is the number surviving as single jets
(\1-jets") at a xed scale y, one obtains:
6
Following the normal convention, the symbolD is used in this paper for both dierential jet rates and for fragmentation
functions.
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~
D
1
(y) =
1
R
1
(y)

R
1
(y) R
1
(y  y)
y

d lnR
1
(y)
dy
Note that this denition has the same formal structure as the scaling violation dened in
Eq. 6. A similar approach is used in parton shower simulations [18].
~
D
1
(y) diers from
the usual denition of the dierential jet rate D
1
(y) [19] by the extra factor 1=R
1
(y). This
denition can be generalized also to higher rank (second, third, ...) splittings, yielding
for the n
th
splitting:
~
D
n
(y) =
1
R
n
(y)

R
n
(y) R
n
(y  y)
y
+
R
n 1
(y)
R
n
(y)

~
D
n 1
(y)
Here the (sub-) jet rates R
n
(y) are dened as usual by R
n
= N
n
(y)=N
tot
, where N
n
(y)
is the number of jets in which n   1 splittings occurred up to the given jet resolution
y. The dierential jet rates D
n
(y) measured at dierent values of y are by construction
uncorrelated, in contrast to the jet rates R
n
or the average subjet multiplicities. The
subjet multiplicity N(y) follows from the weighted mean of the jet rates:
N(y) =
1
X
n=1
nR
n
(y) (8)
For very small y, it converges to the hadron multiplicity.
The decay functions   corresponding to the splittings shown in Fig. 1, which can
be identied with the decay function F(y) dened above and thus with the dierential
jet rates
~
D
1
(y), and the corresponding Sudakov form factors 
q;g
, which can be iden-
tied with the 1-jet rates R
q;g
1
, have been calculated in the NLLA
7
for the Durham
algorithm [20]:
 
g!gg
(Q; q) =
2C
A


s
(q)
q
 
ln
Q
q
 
11
12
!
 
g!qq
(Q; q) =
2n
F
T
F
3

s
(q)
q
 
q!qg
(Q; q) =
2C
F


s
(q)
q
 
ln
Q
q
 
3
4
!
;
where Q in [20] is the centre of mass energy of the jet production process to be identied
with the scale  in this paper, q =  
p
y, and
~
D
g
1
=  
g!gg
+  
g!qq
(9)
~
D
q
1
=  
q!qg
: (10)
The 1-jet rates are then given by:
R
g
1
= 
g
(Q) = exp
 
 
Z
Q
Q
0
dq ( 
g!gg
+  
g!qq
)
!
R
q
1
= 
q
(Q) = exp
 
 
Z
Q
Q
0
dq ( 
q!qg
)
!
and the ratio of the gluon to quark splitting functions mainly depends on the colour
factor ratio C
A
=C
F
[21]:
7
Next to Leading Log Approximation
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~r
1
(y) =
~
D
g
1
~
D
q
1
=
 
g!gg
+  
g!qq
 
q!qg
=
C
A
C
F

ln y +

11
6
 
2n
F
T
F
3C
A

ln y +
3
2
: (11)
For n
F
= 3 this yields ~r
1
(y) 
C
A
C
F
, independent of y.
Eq. 11 may be compared with the nave expectation:
~r
1
=
C
A
+ n
F
T
F
C
F
(12)
where the term n
F
T
F
(0    1) accounts for the non-divergent contribution of the
g ! qq splitting. Due to the large c and b quark masses, the value of n
F
is energy
dependent. For Y events, the Jetset model predicts n
u
: n
d
: n
s
: n
c
: n
b
= 1 : 1 : 1 :
0:74 : 0:086 for the rst gluon splitting, which corresponds to n
F
' 3:83, whereas in the
low energy limit n
F
' 3. Here  denotes the extra suppression factor of the g ! qq
splitting compared with g ! gg. Numerically, allowing the full range for , from 0 to 1,
one expects ~r
1
= 2:25   3:7.
4.1 Results
The jet rates R
n
(y), the dierential jet rates D
n
(y), and the modied dierential jet
rates
~
D
n
(y) have been measured for quarks and gluons in Y- and Mercedes events. The
results for both event types are consistent. Because of their better statistical precision,
only the results obtained from Y events are presented.
The measured values of R
1
, y
1
D
1
, and y
1
~
D
1
for quark and gluon jets, and of the ratio
~r
1
=
~
D
g
1
=
~
D
q
1
, are compared with the NLLA calculation [21] in Figs. 7(a-d), y
1
~
D
1
and ~r
1
are also compared with the predictions of fragmentation models in Figs. 7(e-f).
All of the fragmentation models considered describe the observed behaviour of
~
D
1
and
~r
1
reasonably well. The NLLA calculation
8
provides at least a qualitative description of
the behaviour ofR
1
,D
1
, and
~
D
1
for not too small y
1
. In particular, the dierences between
quarks and gluons are correctly represented. Some dierences between the calculations
and the measurements should be expected as no fragmentation eects are taken into
account
9
. A good description of
~
D
q
1
(y) and
~
D
g
1
(y) is most important, as these quantities
directly measure the splitting kernels for quarks and gluons, which are basic predictions
of QCD.
Y events Mercedes events NLLA
ratio
data Jetset data Jetset calculation
~r
max
1
2:77  0:11  0:10 2:94 0:05 2:44  0:20  0:15 2:72  0:08 2.67
Table 8: Ratio of the modied dierential one jet-rate for Y- and Mercedes events (data
and simulation) at the maximum, 0:018  y
1
 0:100. For the NLLA calculation n
F
= 5
is used.
In the range 0:018  y  0:100, the ratio ~r
1
is 2:77  0:11  0:10 (see Fig. 7d and
Table 8), where the systematic error is discussed in detail in section 5. The fragmentation
8

QCD
has been set to 300 MeV.
9
Hadronization corrections cannot be calculated easily as the number of splittings in a parton shower simulation is
relatively small. Consequently, in an important fraction of the events, the primary parton of a jet does not split at all.
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models agree well with the data. Ariadne [25] is slightly higher in the region of the
maximum. This is understood as being due to a higher g ! qq contribution in Ariadne.
Studies with the Jetset model indicate that the fall o of ~r
1
at very large y is due to the
absence of the g ! qq contribution in this y range. This inuence may also be indicated
by the NLLA calculation in Fig. 7d. However, it is to be noted that the LLA implies a
small angle approximation, thus it may be invalid at large y towards the limit of resolved
jets.
At small y, below about 10
 2
, the NLLA prediction starts to deviate from the observed
~
D
g
1
, and for slightly smaller y also from
~
D
q
1
. At small y (
p
y  O(1GeV)), fragmentation
eects are expected to set in. It is important to realize that these eects start to be
important at larger values of y, that is at larger eective masses (m /  
p
y), for gluons
than for quarks. This may be again because quarks are valence particles of the hadrons
whereas gluons are not, so that at least one additional g ! qq splitting has to occur in
gluon fragmentation.
The indication of this additional g splitting appears most clearly from the strong
suppression of the gluon fragmentation function compared to the quark fragmentation
function (compare Fig. 5) at large x
E
. It also has a direct eect on the evolution of the
experimental splitting functions
~
D
1
at small y. In fact
~
D
g
1
rises far less rapidly with falling
y than expected. For y less than about 10
 3
, where also
~
D
q
1
already deviates from the
NLLA expectation,
~
D
q
1
appears to be even greater than
~
D
g
1
. This directly implies that in
this y range more quarks split than gluons. This is even amplied by the fact that more
unsplit quarks are present at such y values (compare Fig. 7a). This behaviour, which
may be induced by dierences between quark and gluon fragmentation due to the valence
structure of the hadrons, is opposite to the nave expectation for the splitting behaviour
of quarks and gluons due to the colour factors. This has important consequences for the
evolution of gluon and quark jets, and especially for the hadron multiplicity in quark and
gluon jets, as is discussed below. It is instructive, however, rst to study the higher rank
splittings.
Fig. 8 shows y
~
D
n
(y), yD
n
(y) and R
n
(y) for the n = 1
st
to the n = 4
th
splitting.
It is evident that dierences in
~
D(y) start to vanish with higher splitting rank. This
is most clearly seen in the ratio ~r
n
(Fig. 9) which is almost unity for n  4. This is
understood because of the sizeable number of gluons in both types of jets. The only
dierence remaining is the initial quark. In other words, each jet is predominantly a
\gluon jet". The higher splitting probability in quark jets at low y together with the
higher fraction of unsplit quark jets compensate the initially higher subjet rate D
1
in
gluon jets (see also r
1
in Fig. 9). This mechanism also holds for the higher jet rates D
2
to D
4
, contrary to the behaviour of the
~
D
n
distributions, and is again most clearly seen
in the corresponding ratios (see Fig. 9). The dierence of the behaviour of the
~
D
n
and
D
n
distributions is due to the dierent number of quark and gluon initiated jets (with n
subjets) present at a given y which are able to split into n+ 1 subjets.
From this discussion, the behaviour of the subjet multiplicity and, in the limit of small
y, the hadron multiplicity in quark and gluon jets is also understood. Fig. 10a shows the
average subjet multiplicity minus one as a function of y. The subtraction of 1 accounts
for the presence of the initial quark or gluon. A similar result was presented in [26].
Initially, at large y, the multiplicity rises faster with falling y for gluons than for quarks.
The gluon to quark ratio (Fig. 10b) reaches values around two: the maximum ratio of
the subjet multiplicity distributions of gluon and quark jets, r
max
M
, is measured to be
2:03  0:15 0:12 for Y events and 1:67 0:23  0:13 for Mercedes events for y  0:016
(mean for  2:0 < lg(y) <  1:5). These systematic errors are discussed in detail in
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Figure 7: Subjet rates in Y events: a) shows the total jet rates R
1
for quark and gluon
jets; b) shows the dierential jet rates D
1
multiplied by y
1
 ln(10), which can be rewrit-
ten as dR
1
(lg
10
y
1
)=d lg
10
y
1
and has the advantage that the very strong increase of the
distributions is prevented; c) shows the splitting functions
~
D
1
similarly multiplied by
y
1
 ln(10); d) shows the ratio ~r
1
=
~
D
g
1
=
~
D
q
1
. The curves in a) to d) show the NLLA
prediction. In e) and f) the data are the same as in c) and d), but the curves show
the predictions from simulations with Jetset, Ariadne, and Herwig tuned to Delphi
data. The data of this gure will be available at the Durham/RAL HEPDATA database:
http://cpt1.dur.ac.uk:80/HEPDATA .
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Figure 8: Subjet rates in Y events. c
1
) to c
4
) show the total jet rates R
1
to R
4
for
quark and gluon jets with the prediction of Jetset superimposed. b
1
) to b
4
) show the
dierential jet rates D
i
multiplied by y
i
 ln(10). a
1
) to a
4
) show the splitting functions
~
D
i
multiplied by
1
4
y
i
 ln(10). The factor y
i
 ln(10) results from the same factor in the D
i
distributions while the additional factor
1
4
results from the bin width  lg
10
(y
i
) by which
~
D
i
has not been divided. Therefore,
~
D
i
is directly N
i
=N
i
as dened in Eq. 7 yielding
the fraction of jets splitting in a given interval  lg
10
(y
i
) with respect to the number of
jets available for the splitting from i to (i+ 1) subjets.
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Figure 10: a) Subjet multiplicity minus one in quark and gluon jets in Y events; b) Ra-
tio of quark subjet multiplicity minus one to gluon subjet multiplicity minus one in Y
events. The curves show the expectations from the Jetset, Ariadne and Herwigmod-
els. The data of this gure will be available at the Durham/RAL HEPDATA database:
http://cpt1.dur.ac.uk:80/HEPDATA .
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section 5. The ratio falls o for smaller y and rapidly converges to the stable hadron
multiplicity ratio, r
Had
M
= 1:26  0:01 (the systematic error is negligible). The fall o
of the multiplicity ratio coincidences with the deviation
~
D
g
1
from the QCD expectation
(compare Fig. 7) and the correspondingly reduced gluon to quark splitting rate ratio.
5 Systematics
The emphasis of this paper is on the qualitative measurement of several distributions to
obtain as complete as possible an idea of the dierences between quark and gluon splitting
and fragmentation. As well as quoting the systematic uncertainties on the dened values
~r
max
1
, r
S
, r
max
M
and r
Had
M
, the eect of the most important sources of systematic uncertainty
on the complete distributions is therefore also discussed.
To compare distributions obtained with dierent parameters, we use the variable
< 
2
=n >=
1
n
bin
X
bins with 
X
=X<50%
(X
Ref
 X
Sys
)
2

2
X
where n
bin
is the number of bins in which the relative error of the reference sample (usually
the histogram of the distribution) does not exceed 50%, X
Ref
is the bin content of the
reference sample, and X
Sys
is the content of a sample obtained with varied cuts. Finally
a qualitative check of the most relevant results of the analysis has been performed using
alternative jet algorithms.
The following sources of systematic uncertainties have been studied:
1. Variation of gluon purities in terms of varying P
E
and P
J
The cut on the event probability to take an event as a b-quark event has been varied
from   lg
10
P
E
= 1:25 to 1:75 and simultaneously the cut on the probability to
identify a jet as a b-quark jet in the range   lg
10
P
J
= 0:75 : : : 1:25. This corresponds
to a variation of the gluon purity. < 
2
=n > is found to be below 50% without any
signicant systematic shift in any variable.
2. Variation of the cut on the minimal particle momentum
The cut on the minimal particle momentum has been decreased from 400 MeV/c
to 200 MeV/c. < 
2
=n > turns out to be lower than 75%. The distributions of
D
1
and R
1
show a small systematic shift from small y
1
to medium y
1
which results
from a discrepancy between measured data and the detector simulation. This eect
is the same in quark and gluon jets and cancels in the ratios. The x
E
distributions
show a tiny enhancement in the rst bin which cancels in the S distribution. For all
fragmentation functions, < 
2
=n > is below 50%.
3. Variation of y
cut
Three-jet events have been selected using y
cut
=0.01 and y
cut
=0.02 instead of
y
cut
=0.015. A very large y
cut
=0.1 has also been tried but leads to an unaccept-
ably large bias of the geometry, especially for the Y events.
Using y
cut
=0.01 shifts the D
1
distributions to lower y. For y
cut
=0.02, more jets split
at larger y. The resulting eect on the D
1
distribution is smaller than 2% in each
bin. It cancels completely in the distributions of
~
D
1
for both quark and gluon jets.
If symmetric three-jet events are selected by cutting only on the event geometry but
not on y
cut
, i.e. by forcing all events to a three-jet topology and then applying the
angle cuts in section 2.4, a shift of about 1% in D
1
to larger y
1
of about 1% for both
quark and gluon jets in Y events is observed which nearly cancels in all ratios (
~
D
i
,
23
~r
i
, and r
i
). In Mercedes events, this shift becomes larger, about 5%. The < 
2
=n >
is below 25% for the ~r
i
distributions.
Cutting on y
cut
=0.02 or omitting this cut results in a softer fragmentation in both
quark and gluon jets while choosing y
cut
=0.01 makes the fragmentation harder. This
eect is about 2%. The deviation is larger for quarks (-5%) when omitting this
cut. Consequently, S
q
is about 20% higher without this cut than for the reference
sample with y
cut
=0.015 for large x
E
.
4. Modication of the acceptance correction
Selecting only events at the generator level which satisfy the criteria for symmetric
events for both simulated and detector level, one nds that the D
i
distributions
become narrower for both quark and gluon jets. The maxima of the
~
D
i
distributions
are slightly shifted to smaller y. This eect is nearly the same for quark and gluon
jets and cancels in the ratio ~r
i
. Here < 
2
=n > is 40% for ~r
1
and lower than 10%
for the higher rank splittings. The fragmentation functions are not aected by this
modication.
Source r
S
~r
max
1
r
max
M
r
Had
M
Y events
1. Gluon purities 0:28 0:03 0:04 0:00
2. p
min
0:48 0:09 0:10 0:00
3. y
cut
0:29 0:02 0:06 0:00
4. Acc. correction 0:20 0:03 0:02 0:00
total 0:65 0:10 0:12 0:00
Mercedes events
1. Gluon purities 0:06 0:06 0:01
2. p
min
0:12 0:10 0:01
3. y
cut
0:06 0:06 0:01
4. Acc. correction 0:03 0:02 0:00
total 0:15 0:13 0:02
Table 9: Systematic uncertainties on r
S
, ~r
max
1
, r
max
M
, and r
Had
M
The above sources of uncertainties lead to the systematic errors on the values r
S
, ~r
max
1
,
r
max
M
, and r
Had
M
listed in Table 9. These values have been obtained as half the dierence
between the reference sample and the samples with the varied cuts. The overall systematic
error is then assigned to the quadratic sum of the four individual contributions. This is
a conservative estimation due to the correlations between the samples. As r
S
is obtained
from both Y- and Mercedes events, the corresponding errors are quoted only once.
As alternatives to the k
T
cluster algorithm, the Jade [27] (E0-scheme) and the
Geneva [28] algorithms have been used to cluster the event and the jets. This inves-
tigation is to be seen as a qualitative analysis as the y
cut
values chosen to select three-jet
events (y
cut
=0.04 for Jade and y
cut
=0.05 for Geneva) have not been explicitly optimized
for the three-jet statistics or for good agreement of the parton and hadron level three-jet
rates.
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The observation of the splitting functions and jet rates are not directly comparable
as the y values dier for the jet algorithms. For all jet algorithms, a signicant peak in
the r
1
distribution at large y is visible, as well as the decrease for small y. The ratio of
the higher rank (3,4,...) splitting functions tend to be 1 for both the Jade and Geneva
algorithms. The result for the subjet multiplicities is similar to the k
?
case.
The fragmentation functions depend on the cluster algorithm as well. Jade tends to
produce a softer energy spectrum than the k
?
algorithm, whereas the fragmentation is
measured to be harder when using Geneva.
r
S
is measured to be 5% larger when events and jets are clustered with Jade, but
the errors are increased compared to the k
?
case due to the softer fragmentation.
6 Conclusions
Light quark and gluon jets of similar energy have been selected from planar symmetric
three-jet events measured with Delphi at Lep. Gluon jets have been selected in heavy
quark events using an impact parameter technique and heavy quark contributions have
been depleted in a mixed quark/gluon jet sample. Properties of pure quark and gluon
jets have been obtained by a subtraction method.
Jet splitting has been studied using the scale dependence of the quark and gluon frag-
mentation functions. Y- and Mercedes events provide sources of quark and gluon jets at
dierent energy scales. The scale dependence of the fragmentation function measured in
quark jets shows the typical scaling violation pattern as observed in the TASSO events
at dierent centre-of-mass energies. For the rst time, scaling violations have also been
observed in identied gluon jets. At large hadron energies, the ratio of the scaling viola-
tions in quark and gluon jets, i.e. the ratio of the relative changes in the fragmentation
functions for quarks and gluons, is measured to be:
r
S
(0:23  x
E
 0:75) = 2:8  0:8  0:6
This value is comparable with the QCD expectation r
S
(x
E
! 1) = C
A
=C
F
= 9=4 and
conrms that the ratio of gluon to quark splitting can be explained mainly by the colour
factors. The scale dependence of the ratio of the hadron multiplicities in quark and gluon
jets is due at least in part to the observed scaling violations.
This nding has been conrmed by studying the dierential subjet splittings
~
D
p
(y).
The maximum of the ratio of the rst splitting in quark and gluon jets is measured to
be:
~r
max
1
= 2:77 0:11  0:10
This result is slightly bigger than the nave expectation C
A
=C
F
or the expectation from
an NLLA QCD calculation (2:25 ! 2:67 for n
F
= 3! 5), but is in good agreement with
the predictions of fragmentation models.
It is found that fragmentation eects set in at higher y (this implies that they set
in at a higher mass as m /  
p
y) for gluons than for quarks. Theoretical calculations
should therefore be evolved to a lower y cuto for quarks than for gluons when comparing
directly to data.
Finally, the study of higher rank splittings in quark and gluon jets leads to the conclu-
sion that the initially higher subjet multiplicity in gluon jets is compensated at smaller
y already due to the larger dierential splitting rate D
q
1
in quark jets. In the limit of
small y, this explains the relatively small multiplicity ratio between gluon and quark
jets, although the primary splittings of quarks and gluons follow the QCD colour factor
expectation, as the measurements of r
D
and ~r
D
demonstrate.
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